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IDAHO 2018 LEGISLATIVE SESSION & BEYOND
By Bob Naerebout

O

ne of the benefits to the Idaho

running for re-election. Through

IDA. This change provides individual

legislative process is that the

retirements and election attrition,

dairy operations flexibility, while

legislators are part time and

there will be a significant amount

protecting the environment. A win

have occupations outside of being

of new faces in the Capital next

- win for the industry and for our

a legislator. This means regardless

year. Those will include a new

neighbors.

of their party affiliation they are

occupant of both the Governor's

dedicated public servants who in

and Lieutenant Governor’s office. In

On approved legislation, House

the time frame of January to March

many cases, the 2018 May primaries

Bill 658a titled “Property Rights

complete the “peoples” business,

will determine who is representing

Bill” became the most contentious

which includes being compelled

you in Boise in 2019 and beyond.

bill of the 2018 legislative Session.

by law to have a balanced budget

Voting in the Primaries is critical to

The

approved. The Idaho Legislative

our democratic process - please take

Representative Boyle, Chair of the

website puts it well - it states;

the time to vote in May.

House Agricultural Committee and

Bill

was

sponsored

by

Senator Mark Harris, a member of
“Idaho’s

Citizen

Legislature,

the

and

the Senate Agricultural Committee,

responsible

numerous Bills that are presented

and they both deserve the gratitude

for translating the public will into

during the legislative Session. Some

of all of agriculture for bringing

policy for the state, levying taxes,

that have a direct and many have the

a bill that limited the liability of

appropriating

and

potential for an indirect impact on

a landowner to a trespasser and

overseeing the administration of

the Idaho dairy industry. This year

brought clarification to existing law

state agencies. These responsibilities

an Administrative Rule pertaining

pertaining to civil trespass, criminal

are carried out through the legislative

to Phosphorus Indexing will have a

trespass, and recreational trespass.

process – laws passed by elected

continual impact on the management

representatives

of our dairy operations. As currently

The effort garnished a large coalition

written, dairy operations can start

of advocates led by Susy Budge with

transitioning to utilizing Phosphorus

multiple clients and Russ Hendricks

This does not mean their work

Indexing instead of Phosphorus

of Idaho Farm Bureau. The B ill passed

ends at the end of the Session;

Thresholds in managing dairy by-

the House with a 51-18 vote and

they never stop representing their

products (solid manure, compost,

passed the Senate 29 – 6. The Bill can

district and the concerns of their

slurry, lagoon liquids) applications

be found on the Legislative website:

constituents. This entails holding

on their land. As we noted in our

https:// legislature.idaho.gov/

meetings in their districts, serving

producer meetings for the past few

sessioninfo/2018/ legislation/

on interim committees and in 2018

years, the change was requested by

minidata/

Idaho

Legislature

is

public

of

funds,

the

people,

legislators”.

There

are

always

Rules

Image from: http://freestock.ca/washington_dc_metro_area_g63-washington_dc_capitol__hdr_p996.html
License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en_US

FEDERAL DAIRY ISSUES UPDATE
By Charlie Garrison, DC Lobbyist

The First Look at a New Farm Bill

T

he Agriculture Committee in the U.S. House of Representatives
has given us the first look at a new Farm Bill that includes
revisions to the dairy producer economic safety net. The

current Farm Bill expires on September 30th. As expected, the dairy
safety net changes are written primarily to be helpful to smaller
farms. The new language would allow all sizes of operations to take
advantage of the program on the first five million pounds of annual
production history and at lower rates than those available currently.
The

House

Protection

Farm

Program

Bill
for

Dairy

would

rename

(MPP-Dairy)

the

the

Margin

“Dairy

Risk

Management Program” (DRM). The new program would continue to
base its support on the production history of the operation from 2011 –
2013. A major change from the current program is that producers will be
allowed to make only one coverage election for the five-year life of the
Farm Bill. Producers can make annual elections in the current program.
Coverage would be available at a cost of only the $100 administrative
fee for the first five million pounds of milk for all producers at a
$4 margin. Additional coverage would be available on the first five
million pounds in 50-cent increments up to a $9 margin that could be
ensured for $0.17/cwt. Much higher premiums remain for coverage from
a $4 margin up to an $8 margin on volumes over five million pounds.
The current requirement to sign up a minimum of 25% of production
history for coverage in the program would be eliminated. Coverage is
purchased in 5% increments. Under the new plan, producers would be able
to participate in DRM and the Livestock Gross Margin for Dairy (LGMDairy) program at the same time but not on the same volume of milk.
The House Agriculture Committee’s Farm Bill would call for additional
USDA review of whether the feed cost formula is representative of actual
feed costs on dairies including a look at costs for corn silage in rations

and at the price of high-quality

Producers who don’t wish to have

Idaho Congressman Mike Simpson

alfalfa hay used in the nation’s top

MPP-Dairy coverage for calendar

once again expressed his strong

five milk producing states. The

year 2018 need do nothing at all.

support for the state’s dairy industry
by signing onto a letter to U.S. Trade

bill would also extend the Dairy
Indemnity Program and the Dairy

If you’re a producer in LGM-Dairy

Representative Robert Lighthizer

Promotion and Research Checkoff.

who might be tempted to sign up

emphasizing the need for Canada to

for MPP-Dairy for this year please

be a more open market for U.S. dairy

The next step for the House Farm Bill

keep in mind that the prohibition

products.

would be debate and a vote on the

on participating in both programs

was joined by 67 of his colleagues in

floor. Since the bill includes some

at the same time remains in effect.

the U.S. House of Representatives on

highly controversial changes to the

You can still sign up and pay the

the letter that comes at such a critical

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance

premium for the year but MPP-Dairy

time in the NAFTA negotiations.

Program (SNAP), formerly known

coverage does not begin until your

as Food Stamps, it is not clear there

LGM-Dairy policy expires. Your local

Meanwhile,

are sufficient votes for it to pass. All

USDA Farm Service Agency office

European Union announced that

Democrats say they will vote ‘no’

has complete MPP-Dairy details

they

until the SNAP changes are altered

and all signup materials. There is

to updates in their free trade

or removed. While the Republicans

also an online calculator available at

agreement. It appears the new

have

vote

www.fsa.usda.gov/mpptool to help

agreement includes restrictions on

majority, enough of them oppose

producers make coverage decisions.

the use of geographic indicators

about

a

two-dozen

Congressman

Mexico

had

agreed

Simpson

and

in

the

principle

spending on many farm programs

(GIs) or “place names” for at least

International Trade Talks – Light at the
that passage of the bill in its End of the Tunnel or Oncoming Train?

some

current form is very much in doubt.

Dairy producers cannot be faulted

that could mean significant new

for

challenges

and nutrition assistance for people

Happening Now – Retroactive MPP –
Dairy Signup Available Through June 1st

of

feeling

the

whiplash

with

after-effects

dairy

products.

If

those

concerns are revealed to be true
for

the

U.S.

selling

current

Parmesan, Munster, and Asiago

situation on international trade

cheeses, among others, in the land

Switching attention to decisions

in

of our biggest foreign market by far.

producers

them

The industry has watched with

now, USDA has reopened the

concern as the North American

The U.S. and China have begun to

signup period for calendar 2018

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

exchange threats over tariffs on

participation

Margin

is “modernized.” A year later, the

imports of each other’s products.

Dairy

goals remain the same: additional

The White House is calling for

June

1st.

market access in Canada and an end

new tariffs on imports of steel and

of

the

to their Class 7 pricing structure and

aluminum from China among other

these

do no harm to our preferred access

countries. China has responded

changes could offer some relief.

to the dairy market in Mexico.

with tariffs of its own on U.S. pork,

have

Protection

before

in

the

Program

for

(MPP-Dairy)

through

Given

economics

dairy

the

industry

currently,

agricultural

the

commodities.

soybeans,

According to information released

sorghum,

and

other

by USDA, all producers who wish

About two weeks ago speculation

products produced in the heart

to

was

three

of rural America. To date, no U.S.

2018 must make an election now

NAFTA countries were nearing an

dairy products have appeared on

regardless of whether they signed

agreement in principle. That process

retaliatory tariff lists from China.

up or “opted out” late last year.

has obviously slowed down some.

have

coverage

for

calendar

rampant

that

the

FEDERAL LEGISLATION DELIVERS
BIG WINS FOR IDAHO AGRICULTURE
By Congressman Mike Simpson

W

ashington, D.C. – “Idaho’s

continuing this tradition is ensuring

important

history

agriculture

adequate funding for research that

that exempts ranchers and dairy

critical

to

protects Idaho crops from disease.

farmers

for

Included in the agriculture section

requirements.

20% of the state’s gross state

of the appropriations bill is targeted

clarifies that Congress did not

product. With over 25,000 farms

funding to accomplish just that.

intend for a law aimed at regulating

and ranches and 185 different

Specifically there is increased funding

toxic waste and superfund sites,

commodities, it isn’t just Idaho that

for potato breeding research, plus

to apply to agriculture operations.

we are feeding – it is the world.

additional money for a geneticist that

The bill also recognizes challenges

accelerates the process for finding

livestock farmers and ranchers

“No doubt that ideal climate

resistant potato varieties to combat

face through money to compensate

conditions,

some of the worst diseases that

losses due to livestock killed by wolves.

our

of

excellence

economy,

is

accounting

irrigation

systems,

bipartisan
from

EPA
The

provision
reporting
provision

IDAHO'S HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE EXCELLENCE IS CRITICAL TO OUR ECONOMY
and generations of family farmers

threaten not only annual harvests,

are responsible for this agriculture

but trade access with global partners.

“Idaho’s dairy farmers also benefit
from this bill through language

dominance. However, the state
also needs cutting edge research

“The bill also contains money for

that directs the FDA to develop a

and fair cooperation on reasonable

advancing wheat research that

standard identity for dairy based

rules and regulations for farmers

will assist farmers in updating

products. The language is a good

and ranchers to succeed. The

the falling numbers test that has

first step to solving the recent surge

recently passed appropriations bill

cost growers millions of dollars in

in mislabeled imitation products

for fiscal year 2018 included big

discounts. The research will help

and

wins for Idaho agriculture. I was

us better understand the various

support known as the DAIRY Pride

proud to champion many of these

causes of low falling numbers

Act, which also has the backing of

efforts so Idaho can continue to

and

Idaho Senators Risch and Crapo.

lead in agriculture production.

products that almost every Idaho

how

it

impacts

end-use

consumer buys at the grocery store.

compliments

legislation

I

“This is just a snapshot of the benefits
to Idaho, but these provisions are

“We don’t have to look any farther
than our license plates to know the

“The livestock industry is also

important and helpful to Idaho’s

potatoes are world famous. The key to

well represented through a vitally

agriculture future.”

MANURE SAMPLING

By Megan Satterwhite, Nutrient Management Technician

M

anure is an excellent soil amendment that provides plant nutrients,
increases soil organic matter, and improves soil structure, water
holding capacity, and water infiltration rates. Manure is rich in primary

nutrients: nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) that plants need in
large quantities. Manure is also a good source of secondary and micronutrients
like sulfur (S), magnesium (Mg), iron (Fe), and zinc (Zn) that plants need
in smaller quantities. Properly managed manure applications can improve
soils, help achieve crop yield goals, and reduce commercial fertilizer use.
Manure analysis is an essential component of writing a nutrient management
plan that accurately reflects the dairy operation. Every dairy operation is
unique in their livestock and manure management practices, therefore
not all manure sources are the same. Nutrient composition varies greatly
depending on the manure type and age, cattle type and diet, bedding, and
manure handling practices. For example, nutrient concentrations in lagoon
water can be diluted or concentrated by excess precipitation or evaporation.
And because phosphorus binds strongly to soil and organic matter, facilities
with different solid separation systems and efficiencies can have drastically
different P concentrations in the lagoon water and separated solids.

Testing manure sources allows for

the shovel, hand trowel or coffee can

to an accredited lab. Select labs

more accurate application rates to

collect a minimum of 8 subsamples

that are certified under the Manure

meet crop needs, provides a better

(6 for compost) at a depth of 12

Analysis

understanding

quality

inches into the pile. Composite all

(MAP).

and yield, and helps explain soil

subsamples into the plastic bucket

is sufficient for most producers

test trends. Along with being a

and mix thoroughly, making sure to

applying

good

a

break-up any large manure chunks.

lagoon water. Some labs may choose

manure testing requirement has

Using your hands or trowel, collect

to participate in the Compost

been incorporated in the Idaho

several subsamples from the bucket

Assessment

Phosphorus

(PSI)

and place into the labeled plastic

more comprehensive certification

Nutrient Management Standard for

bag. It is not a bad idea to double

process, in addition to the MAP

fields that have a medium or high

bag the sample to avoid a potential

certification.

PSI risk rating.

mess down the road. Now, do not

request

throw the sample onto the dash or

nutrients:

To capture the full potential and

floor of the pickup until the next trip

(NO3-N), ammonium-N (NH4-N),

benefits of the of the dairy by-product

to town. As the sample gets warm,

total P, total K, and moisture

you are applying, it is necessary

microbes start converting nutrients

content. Depending on the dairy

to know nutrient concentrations;

to plant available forms, thus

facility

this starts with taking an accurate

compromising the test results. Keep

and

and

for

samples cool (but not frozen) until

objectives, producers may want

analysis. Start by gathering supplies

submitted to the lab for analysis.

to consider analyzing manure for

needed for collecting a sample:

Ideally, the sample would be sent

secondary and micronutrients. For

to the lab immediately but can be

example, copper sulfate (CuSO4)

refrigerated for up to two weeks.

commonly

of

management

Site

representative

crop

practice,

Index

sample

• A clean, plastic bucket (avoid

Proficiency
The

MAP

Program
certification

manure,

compost

Program

At

a

analyses
total

(CAP),

for
N,

nutrient

used

a

minimum,

management

the

or

primary
nitrate-N

practices

management

in

livestock

footbaths is washed out of the dairy

using a metal bucket that could
To calculate appropriate application

barn, into the manure management

shovel,

rates, it is important to collect and

system and then applied to crop

coffee

analyze the manure sample as close

land. Common agriculture crops

samples)

to the application date as possible.

need a very small amount of Cu for

gloves

This is especially true for stockpiled

growth and production. Over time,

plastic

manure, slurry, and lagoon water.

this can lead to an accumulation

bags (I recommend Ziplock brand

Manure that has gone through the

of Cu in the soil causing toxicity

freezer bags with the press to seal,

composting process is relatively

issues and potentially reducing

NOT zipper seal); do not use

stable, therefore timing is not

crop

glass containers (gasses released

as critical. If all manure sources

labs in southern Idaho typically

from manure can build pressure,

are composted together, you will

charge $80-$100 for a complete

potentially causing the glass to shatter)

only need to sample the finished

manure analysis. The following

marker

product. It is recommended to

are MAP certified labs in Idaho:

• A cooler with ice packs if

test each manure source that

potentially contaminate the sample)
• A
hand
can

non-galvanized
trowel
(for

• Plastic

or

• Heavy-duty,

• Permanent

or

liquid
latex
resealable

sampling in warmer weather

is

applied

to

fields

annually.

yields.

• GHC

Manure

Labs,

testing

Filer

• Stukenholtzs Lab, Twin Falls
Label the plastic bags with date,

To ensure the reliability of the

manure type, and location. Using

analysis, be sure to send samples

• Western

Labs,

Parma

remember the following key points:

If you prefer to use an out-of-

The following publications are

state lab, check the following

great sources of information on

link to ensure they are MAP

why and how to collect a manure

• Manure

certified:

http://www2.mda.state.

sample: “Sampling Dairy Manure

• Take

mn.us/webapp/ lis/maplabs.jsp.

and Compost for Nutrient Analysis”

from

by Moore et al. (2015), “Manure

the

testing

is

multiple
several

valuable

subsamples
areas

manure

within
source

Before taking the sample consider

and Waste Water Sampling” by

• Mix thoroughly and keep cool

calling the lab and letting them

Sheffield and Norell (2007),

• Send

know you will be submitting a

“Mitigating

sample. Find out if they have any

Soils” by Sheffield et al. (2008).

High

and

to

a

certified

lab

Phosphorus
If you have any questions or
need a manure sample taken, feel

specific manure sampling protocols
and how long it will take to get the

I

has

free to contact me at megan@

results. Ask the lab to report on an

provided a better understanding

idahodairymens.org or (208) 420-

“as is basis” for easier interpretation

of the importance of manure

6795. We are happy to assist you

and calculation of application rates.

testing

in collecting a sample or taking the

Check with the lab to see if they

a

offer

analysis. If nothing else, please

pick-up/delivery

services.

hope

that

and

this

how

representative

article

to

collect

sample

for

sample for you if you would prefer.
Megan Satterwhite

FARM ENVIRONMENTAL INSURANCE PROGRAMS
By David P. Claiborne, Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC
with contribution from Kyle Woods, Associated Insurance Services

F

in

or trespass (i.e. pollutants entering

yet

operations,

land of another). Claimed pollutants

policies are trending toward reducing

to

may involve releases of chemicals,

coverage

claims from government entities

manure, compost, fertilizers and

and private citizens in relation to

the like. Farm operators should pay

We are all familiar with the Yakima

alleged pollution.

Claims arise

particular attention to these threats,

lawsuit, and the risk exposure, and

under the Resource Recovery and

and it is good practice to ensure

ultimate liability suffered by those

Conservation Act (for pollution to

that the farm has in place adequate

dairy farmers based on a finding

groundwater resources), the Clean

insurance protection to provide

of RCRA violations. Additionally,

Water Act (for pollution to surface

benefits in the event a pollution claim

claims have been made against

water resources), and may even

is made. Risk exposure of dairy farms

farmers in the Midwest by cities

arise under common law claims of

to environmental and pollution

forced to treat drinking water to

nuisance (i.e. odors, noise, light)

liability is only growing by the day,

remove

arm

operations,

particular
are

dairy

increasingly

and
exposed

standard
for

traces

liability

insurance

pollution

of

claims.

agricultural

fertilizer, and the cities claim

or agent can assist you in locating

and applications, herbicide storage

upstream farming activities are the

an insurer offering this coverage,

and applications, transportation of

cause. Piling on to these concerns is

and provide you with quotes for

the foregoing, and disposal of the

the fact that state courts have been

premiums, deductible and coverage

foregoing at facilities of others?

ruling that a standard commercial

limits. You will want to closely

general liability policy’s exclusion

examine any special endorsement or

Facing a claim of farm pollution

for pollution applies to claims of

policy you select as to the following:

from your operation is a scary
proposition. Advanced preparation

groundwater contamination – meaning
How does it define a “pollutant”?

for the unknown risk is the best

Does a “pollutant” include odor,

option to secure and protect your

Because of these circumstances, it is

light emission, bacteria, nitrates,

business operation. A good and

prudent that dairy operators consult

phosphorous and other potential

proper policy of farm environmental

with their insurance agent and seek

releases from a dairy operation?

liability insurance will not only assist

a close review and consultation

Does

relative

paying

there is no insurance coverage.

coverage

include

to pay any damages if you are found

clean-up

costs,

liable but will also assist by paying

coverage. Almost certainly your

including well replacement and

for the legal expenses necessary to

standard liability policy will exclude

drinking

defend your operation from claims.

coverage of pollution claims. This

Does

means you need to dig deeper

paying damages for bodily injury or

If you have any questions related

with your agent and explore the

property damage to others, including

to this article please contact David

possibility of special endorsement,

non-employees and private citizens?

Claiborne at the Boise office of

or other policies of insurance, that

Does coverage apply to claims of

Sawtooth

provide coverage for pollution claims.

“releases” from owned and leased

629-7447. Contributions to this

A policy of farm environmental

facilities, manure lagoons, manure

article

insurance is one option, and it is a

storage (liquid and solid), bio-gas

Woods, an independent insurance

form of policy approved for use and

plants, digesters, manure spreading

broker with Associated Insurance

sale in Idaho. An insurance broker

(land application), pesticide storage

Services, telephone (208) 336-7733.

to

pollution

liability

liability
for

water

liability

remediation?

coverage

include

Law,

were

telephone

provided

by

(208)
Kyle

INTL FCStone

PUTTING THE "FUND" IN FUNDAMENTALS
By Nick Buyse, Risk Management Consultant, INTL FCStone Financial Inc – FCM Division

Comments in this article are market commentary and are not to be construed as market advice.

T

he song “Money Talks” by AC/

What are hedge fund managers

in the past year which in the past

DC popped up while I was

thinking about the world today?

has

indirectly

been

associated

with firming commodity prices.

driving to visit a customer last

week. After I spilled my coffee

Outside of the recent trade war

playing the air guitar, it dawned

hysteria, we have several tailwinds

The ‘talking heads’ will say we’re

on me that there is a very simple

at play that are underpinning the

entering a new era of “normalcy”

message in AC/DC’s madness. Put

commodity markets. In general, the

under a Federal Reserve rule that

simply: money talks and B.S. walks,

US economy is on a roll with solid

is willing to gradually raise interest

ladies and gentlemen. And no one

GDP growth of 2.9% in Q4, and the

rates. But what is normal anymore?

today is more a personification of

lowest unemployment rate since

These are days there is an actual

that sentiment than our modern-

2000 at 4.1%. More importantly,

risk that a tweet-gone-wrong could

day hedge fund managers. Say

the global economy is healthy

send nations to war. But I digress.

what you will about this cohort

which is positive for commodities

of today’s society, if they are

demand as developing countries

The markets have metaphorically

anything

become

and

been on Novocain since 2009 due to

build their middle classes. The US

several central banks’ easy monetary

Dollar has also trended weaker

policies. The past decade has

they’re

steely-eyed

realists when it comes to money.

more

prosperous

been fueled by a low-interest rate

What does this mean? The money

export demand is picking up. Over

environment which incentivized

is saying prices ought to be going

the trailing 12 months to February

investors to take extraordinary

higher.

2018, total SMP exports from all

All

commodity

prices.

origins are up 10%, while dry whey

risks to chase returns. Without
this blatant intervention in the

Although

of

is up 6.1%. Economies of the world

markets by the Fed, it’s clear to me

fund money movement pale in

heating up, folks, the dairy industry

we will see more volatility emerge.

comparison to the US Midwest

is poised to run headlong into

drought days of 2012, and before

significantly better demand in 2018.

recent

figures

This is a key time to remind

that, the 2007-2008 ethanol-fueled

ourselves that price is a function

markets, money is starting to flow

It’s

of supply and demand as modified

back into commodities. The global

watching - or to talk to someone

by the flow of money. The flow of

demand

who is watching - the world around

money is playing a critical role in

with

growth.

dairy. Watch the world around

our markets today. Now let’s follow

The World Bank forecasts global

commodities in general. Watch

the money! The chart below shows

economic growth to edge up to 3.1

those people who place big bets on

the net notional fund ownership

percent in 2018 as, “the recovery

agriculture but couldn’t tell you the

in corn, beans, Chicago wheat,

in

difference between a super-dairy

and KC Wheat vs the CRB Index.

and

The Commodity Research Bureau

commodity-exporting

or CRB Index tracks 19 different

economies

commodities across the energy,

firming

picture

strong

improving

economic

investment,
trade

is

manufacturing,

critically

important

to

be

as

from a super M. They don’t make

developing

anything. No milk, no cheese, no

benefit

from

butter – no food. They are simply

commodity

prices.”

in the market for a profit. We could

continues,

and

all call them names or bemoan

metal, and agriculture markets.
About 39% of the index is weighted

Dairy prices are starting to recover

these

to energy vs 41% to agriculture.

most notably for butter where

But what really matters is the

The index has just eclipsed the

we are trading above $3/pound

underlying market sentiment –

pivotal 200 mark - mostly thanks

in Europe. Meanwhile, SMP and

and sometimes there is no finer

to a relentless crude oil market.

dry whey are also moving higher

indicator. Remember my air guitar

now as domestic markets firm and

disaster – money talks and BS walks.

Crude is flirting with $70 per barrel
now, which is impressive given the
supply side dynamics arising from
the shale revolution. This points
towards robust global demand driven
by the health of the global economy.
The chart shows the funds have
accumulated close to a $30 billion
net long position in the previously
mentioned

commodities.

Funds

are currently net long about 400k
contracts of oil which, if you value
at $70/barrel, is $28 billion notional.

corner-office

profiteers.

CAFE RESEARCH THEMES: EXPLAINED

By Dr. Mark McGuire, Associate Dean for Research & Director of the Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station

T

he

Idaho

Agriculture,

Center
Food

and

for

technological

is

involved. More than 22,000 genes

the

the driving force behind CAFE.

make up the cow genome and

advancement

there are tens of thousands of

Environment (CAFE) has a

mission that involves research,

Researchers associated with CAFE

variations in DNA molecules at a

teaching, and outreach. Following

will continuously address biological

single DNA base. Understanding

our

sessions

processes across the breadth of

how hundreds of thousands of sites

across Idaho about CAFE, many

food production. Environmental

of variation in the bovine genome

individuals have asked for more

sensors/monitors located throughout

impact

specifics

mission

fields, the dairy facility, and lagoons

health, and well-being, requires

areas. Here is provided a brief

will measure nutrient flows and

substantial

overview of some of the research

drones will routinely fly the facility

Finally,

themes that will be addressed.

to gather and evaluate signals for

dairy food processing plants create

various compounds on the ground

substantial information that can be

Innovation has long stood at the

and in the air. Robotic milking

used to improve overall operation

forefront of the dairy industry

machines

management,

production,

and is responsible for moving the

potential for gains in knowledge

safety,

product

industry forward. Pasteurization,

as milk composition and quality

milking

genetic

by udder-quarter can be obtained

One of the major hurdles in

evaluation, artificial insemination,

during a milking bout with the

utilizing these new technologies

near-infrared evaluation of feeds,

potential for segregation of the

is gleaning necessary information

genomic

bovine

milk in real time. Animal selection

from

first

in the dairy industry is pushing

data in order to make the best

all

the cutting edge through genomic

management choices. Managing

technology.

considerable

and examining the data streams

propelled

effort and six years of work by

throughout agriculture will require

progress in the dairy sector and

more than 300 researchers, and $53

teams with expertise in biology,

recent

listening

about

these

machines,

testing,

and

somatotropin

(the

very

biotechnology

product)

examples

of

the

advances

that

are

technological

have

provide

After

significant

animal

computing

monitoring

and

the

productivity,

myriad

capacity.

systems

of

in

food

quality.

collected

INNOVATION HAS LONG STOOD AT THE FOREFRONT OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY
AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MOVING THE INDUSTRY FORWARD
have benefited all of agriculture.

million in federal funding, the cow

statistics, computational analysis,

These advances have ensured a

genome was deciphered in 2009 (a

and engineering. The University

safe product for consumers while

gene is a length of DNA that codes

of Idaho already has many of these

diminishing

for a specific protein). But this is

teams in place aligned with groups

just the beginning of the complexity

on campus. The computational core

footprint

of

the

environmental

dairy.

Continued

at the Institute for Bioinformatics

analysis

management

land available, reducing the amount

and Evolutionary Studies (IBEST)

decisions, and support the biological

of these nutrients in the waste

has been in existence for over 10

understanding

safe

stream is crucial to the future of the

years

and sustainable food production.

industry. Other teams of chemical

and

provides

substantial

tools

for
to

enhance

and mechanical engineers, soil and

computing capacity for assessment
of "big data" particularly aligned with

Another technological focus of CAFE

water scientists, and economists

genomic analysis. The Northwest

will be to identify methods to extract

have joined together to submit

Knowledge Network (NKN) aids

phosphorous and nitrogen from

proposals to USDA for continued

data management, curation, and

manure and produce by-products

development

dynamic access such that researchers

that can compete with commercial

remove

across Idaho have easy access to

fertilizer across the United States.

equivalents from dairy waste. CAFE

their computational needs. NKN

Again, multi-disciplinary teams of

has spurred tremendous interest in

is structured to assist researchers

scientists will determine methods

faculty at the University of Idaho.

with the establishment, storage,

to economically isolate components

Two meetings on grant development

and management of data, and to

of animal waste that can be land

have seen nearly 50 faculty in

provide access to high-performance

applied to the Magic Valley and

attendance leading to the formation

computing,

modeling,

beyond. University of Idaho waste

of many groups to address the

and visualization capabilities to

management engineer Dr. Lide Chen

technological and scientific needs of

better evaluate the terabytes of

and others have received USDA

the dairy industry. The recognition

data being collected in today's

funds to begin evaluating separation

of the importance of the dairy

agriculture. CAFE will bring more

technology to aid in the processing.

industry to Idaho and its people has

teams together to develop better

Given the changing regulations

created a groundswell of interest

sensors for improved information,

governing

of

and we are committed to following

computer hardware, and software

nutrients to agricultural fields in

through on the efforts that span the

to efficiently manage data streams,

Idaho and the limited amount of

spectrum of UI scientists involved.

tools,

the

application

of

techniques

commercial

to

fertilizer

IDA & NMPF TEAM UP TO WRITE SAFETY MANUAL
By Ryan DeWit, Dairy Worker Training & Safety Specialist

D

airy worker training and safety

of Idaho’s Dairy Worker Training

Directors, along with input from

has taken the broader stage

and Safety program over the past

dairymen across the country, that

in 2018.

two years.

Pete Wiersma, Rick

are part of NMPF’s taskforce, to

are

Naerebout,

and

participated

review and edit the manual. The key

the

in the most recent meeting in

focus is to produce a resource that

being

January. From that meeting, we

is applicable and usable at the dairy

asked about dairy worker safety

have struck an agreement with

farm level. That can only happen

and wellbeing at the farm level,

NMPF to work collaboratively on

with dairymen input and buy-in.

which is bringing greater awareness

developing a safety manual that will

to the work IDA and others are

be available through the Farmer’s

It is exciting to see the vision of

doing on this front. National Milk

Assuring Responsible Management

Idaho’s dairymen and processors

Producers Federation (NMPF) is

(FARM) Program. This is a great

leading to IDA having an impact

processors,

Dairy cooperatives,
and

customers

receiving

pressures

across

country.

Questions

are

I

THE KEY FOCUS IS TO PRODUCE A RESOURCE THAT IS APPLICABLE AND
USABLE AT THE DAIRY FARM LEVEL
among the industry leaders working

opportunity for Idaho and NMPF

on a safety program at a national

to help dairymen find solutions.

to bring our collective expertise

level. Idaho’s Dairy Worker Training

to the table in the development

and Safety program has been well

of this piece of the FARM Plan.

received by dairymen, cooperatives,

NMPF pulled together the National

and processors alike and we feel we

Milk Dairy Safety Taskforce this past
year to begin addressing the questions

Rick has been asked to chair

can have similar successes in working

being asked of the industry. It is a

the working group tasked with

with NMPF on a larger stage. We will

taskforce consisting of dairymen,

writing the safety manual. We

keep you posted in future newsletters

cooperative management, and safety

will be utilizing the expertise of

on this project, as well as other

experts from across the country.

Drs. Douphrate and Hagevoort in

efforts within Idaho’s Dairy Worker

IDA was invited and has been a

the manual development. I will

Training

key player within the taskforce.

also play a key role in the manual

We have unique experience in

development with the Drs. We

Ryan DeWit

the creation and implementation

will be utilizing the input of IDA

(806) 265-5390

and

Safety

Program.

THE PRE-SIDEDRESS NITRATE TEST (PSNT)
By Dr. Stephanie Kulesza, Environmental Programs Director

W

ith manure hauling and

determine whether sidedressing

It is critical to take the soil sample

planting

nitrogen

necessary,

within this timeframe because

you

which could reduce your need

immediately after this time period

that there’s a huge opportunity to

for commercial fertilizer. These

corn takes up 50% of the total

reduce your fertilizer bills using the

samples are taken between V4 and

nitrogen needed for the season.

Pre-Sidedress Nitrate Test (PSNT)

V6 growth stages or when corn is

on manured corn fields. By taking

12-15” tall. In southern Idaho, this

The PSNT is a one-foot soil sample

a soil sample in-season, you can

period is typically around mid-June.

analyzed

wanted

underway,
to

remind

I

is

actually

for

nitrate-nitrogen.

Using the table from Brown et

the date and field name. Make sure

application in small increments (20

al. (2010), you can determine the

the soil is sampled throughout the

lbs/ac) annually. This can reduce

amount of nitrogen to sidedress

entire field, as field edges often

the overall nitrogen bill and prevent

depending on your yield goals and

have lower yield which can skew

over application in future years.

nitrate concentration in the soil.

the nutrient concentrations in your

While this is a busy time of year

For example, if you’re growing 30-

sample. Once collected, air dry or

and samples must be collected in a

ton corn silage and nitrate-nitrogen

ship samples to the lab, keeping

short timeframe for best results, the

exceeds 30 ppm, I’d seriously

non-dried soils cool until delivery.

PSNT can save quite a bit of money

consider reducing or eliminating

Also, make sure your soil sampling

by reducing your fertilizer bills and

sidedressed nitrogen applied to the

equipment and air drying areas are

maintaining yield goals. One of

field. With 30 ppm nitrate in the

kept free of fertilizer dust or other

your board members in the Magic

soil, there are 120 lbs of nitrogen

potential sources of contamination.

Valley

has

implemented

PSNT

testing and has been very pleased

available per acre, and more will
the

While the PSNT is a valuable soil

with the amount of money he saves

breakdown of manure and other

test, there are some instances

each year on commercial fertilizer.

organic soil nitrogen throughout

where it is less useful. If you do

I hope you’ll consider adding this

the rest of the season.

not sidedress nitrogen and/or apply

test to your routine!

become

available

through

all nitrogen pre-plant for corn,
To take a PSNT sample, use a soil

this test will not provide as much

If you have any questions about

probe or shovel to collect 10-20

useful information. In this case,

this or other nutrient management

cores from the first foot of soil

your post-harvest soil test results

issues, please give me a call!

(20-30 for fields over 50 acres) in

can act as a “report card” for the

a clean plastic bucket, alternating

year’s nutrient application. If there

Steph

core sampling amongst furrows

is excess residual nitrate (above 30

(208) 358-4005

and rows. Mix the soil thoroughly

ppm or 120 lbs/ac) post-harvest,

steph@idahodairymens.org

and fill a plastic bag labeled with

consider reducing your nitrogen

Recommended Fertilizer N Rates for Field Corn Harvested for Silage in Soils Manured for Extended Periods (Lb/Acre)

CHEESE - IT'S WHAT'S FOR DINNER
By Kady Hurlock, Graphic Designer & Communications Specialist

T

ake Your Child to Work Day has proven to be a very valuable
day at the Senate. Julianne, the daughter of one of the Small
Business Committee staffers, is already becoming a strong

advocate of the dairy industry. While attending this event, she
presented Senator Risch with a Concurrent Resolution that
“children should eat more cheese”. Senator Risch was in favor of
this notion and proceeded to sign Julianne’s persuasive legislation.
The document mentions that cheese is part of a balanced diet and
is important for children to build strong and healthy bones. Props
to Julianne for taking the initiative and finding this unique way to
educate our elected officials on the value of cheese in our diets!
The link to the Concurrent Resolution can be found here: https://
www.idahodairymens.org/concurrentresolution

DAIRY REVENUE PROTECTION JUNE MEETINGS
A joint effort by the Idaho Farm Bureau and the Idaho Dairymen’s Association to bring Idaho dairy producers the
most recent details on issues that persistently plague the national dairy industry are set for June. Dr. Newton and
Charlie Garrison will be the presenters in three separate meetings being held across Idaho (meeting details below).
The meetings will focus on the development of Dairy Revenue Protection created by Dr. Newton. This product will
provide dairy producers similar insurance products as crop insurance, without any size or production limitations.
In addition, John will provide producers his overview of national and international economic conditions of the
dairy industry. Charlie Garrison will walk producers through Washington D.C. policies covering both the 2018 Farm
Bill discussions, trade, and immigration.
Information on the meetings is below. Since meals are being served at all the meetings, it is essential that you RSVP.
Please send your RSVP to bnaerebout@gmail.com.

MEETING INFORMATION
June 7, 2018
Pocatello, Idaho
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Idaho Farm Bureau
275 Tierra Vista Dr.
Pocatello, ID 83201

Twin Falls, Idaho
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
IDA Office Building Auditorium
195 River Vista Place
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301

June 8, 2018
Boise, Idaho
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Boise Center West
2nd Floor, Executive Board Room
Boise, Idaho 83702

MEET THE SPEAKERS
Dr. John Newton

D

r. Newton has worked in the agricultural sector for nearly 15 years. From
2004 to 2014 he worked for the United States Department of Agriculture
as an agricultural economist. While serving in this role Dr. Newton was

detailed to both the Senate Agriculture Committee majority staff and the
USDA Office of the Chief Economist to work on the 2014 farm bill.
Following his service to USDA and the Congressional Committee, Dr. Newton
was an award-winning faculty member at the University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign. Dr. Newton now serves as Director of Market Intelligence for
American Farm Bureau Federation. In this role Dr. Newton provides economic
analyses used for the development and advocacy for Farm Bureau policy. Dr.

Newton also serves on the board of directors for the Council on food and resource economics, and in 2016 was appointed
by USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack to the agricultural trade advisory committee and advisory committee on agricultural
statistics. In 2018, Newton was appointed to the advisory panel for American Farm Bureau Insurance Services.

Charlie Garrison

C

harlie Garrison was born and raised on a central Indiana dairy and row
crop farm. He received a Bachelor's Degree in Animal Science from Purdue
University and then was a partner in the family farm for ten years. During

that time he was elected Vice-President of the Indiana Holstein Association and
was selected as a participant in the Indiana Agriculture Leadership Program.
Charlie than accepted a staff position in Chicago with the Beef Industry Council,
the checkoff-funded promotion and research arm of the beef industry that is now
part of the National Cattlemen's Beef Association. While in Chicago he attended
the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at the Northwestern University.

Next, Charlie moved to Washington, D.C. to create the position of Director of Industry Relations for the national
Dairy Promotion and Research Board. He remained in that role during and after the merger of the National Dairy
board staff and programs into Dairy Management Incorporated (DMI).
Now in its third decade, The Garrison Group is a Washington, D.C.-based public affairs firm specializing in food,
agriculture and energy policy, and communications. Clients have included businesses and organizations involved
in dairy production, processing, marketing, and exporting as well as meat processing, financial services, and clean energy.

195 River Vista Place
Suite #308
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301

UPCOMING EVENTS

May 15 Idaho Primaries - Exercise your right to vote!
May 23 IDA / UDI / Dairy West Board Meeting
June 7 Dairy Revenue Protection Meeting - Pocatello, ID & Twin Falls, ID
June 8 Dairy Revenue Protection Meeting - Boise, ID

IDA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

IDPC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DAIRY WEST BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Pete Wiersma President (Buhl, ID)

Mike Siegersma Chairman (Nampa, ID)

Tom Dorsey Chairman (Marsing, ID)

Arie Roeloffs Vice President (Wendell, ID)

Brian Esplin Vice Chairman (Shelley, ID)

Steve Ballard Vice Chairman (Gooding, ID)

Don Heida Secretary/Treasurer (Kuna, ID)

John W Wright (Wendell, ID)

Josh Webb Treasurer (Declo, ID)

Allan Swainston (Preston, ID)

Bernie Teunissen (Nampa, ID)

John Brubaker Secretary (Buhl, ID)

Ted Vanderschaaf (Kuna, ID)

Tom Dorsey (Marsing, ID)

Dan Gilbert (Blackfoot, ID)

Tony DeWit (Wendell, ID)

John Brubaker (Buhl, ID)

Mike Siegersma (Nampa, ID)

Chris Stevenson (Jerome, ID)

Dan Gilbert (Blackfoot, ID)

Clint Jackson (Meridian, ID)

Kim Wolfley (Blackfoot, ID)

Dave Veenhouwer (Jerome, ID)

Winfield Anderson (Blackfoot, ID)

Willie Bokma (Twin Falls, ID)

Kim Korn (Terreton, ID)

Pete Wiersma (Buhl, ID)

Rick Naerebout CEO

Karianne Fallow CEO - IDPC /Dairy West

